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Four Distinct Patterns of Memory CD8 T Cell Responses to
Chronic Murine Cytomegalovirus Infection1

Michael W. Munks,* Kathy S. Cho,* Amelia K. Pinto,* Sophie Sierro,† Paul Klenerman,† and
Ann B. Hill2*

CMVs are � herpesviruses that establish lifelong latent infection of their hosts. Acute infection of C57BL/6 mice with murine CMV
elicits a very broad CD8 T cell response, comprising at least 24 epitopes from 18 viral proteins. In contrast, we show here that the
CD8 T cell response in chronically infected mice was dominated by only five epitopes. Altogether, four distinct CD8 T cell kinetic
patterns were evident. Responses to some epitopes, including M45, which dominates the acute response, contracted sharply after
day 7 and developed into stable long-term memory. The response to m139 underwent rapid expansion and contraction, followed
by a phase of memory inflation, whereas the response to an M38 epitope did not display any contraction phase. Finally, responses
against two epitopes encoded by the immediate early gene IE3 were readily detectable in chronically infected mice but near the
limit of detection during acute infection. CD8 T cells specific for the noninflationary M45 epitope displayed a classic central
memory phenotype, re-expressing the lymph node homing receptor CD62L and homeostatic cytokine receptors for IL-7 and IL-15,
and produced low levels of IL-2. Responses to two inflationary epitopes, m139 and IE3, retained an effector memory surface
phenotype (CD62Llow, IL-7R��, IL-15R��) and were unable to produce IL-2. We suggest that immunological choices are su-
perimposed on altered viral gene expression profiles to determine immunodominance during chronic murine CMV infection. The
Journal of Immunology, 2006, 177: 450–458.

C ytomegaloviruses are ubiquitous, large DNA viruses of
the � subfamily of herpesviruses. They establish species-
specific lifelong infection in the majority of individuals

in most mammalian species. These infections are usually asymp-
tomatic, with pathology only occurring when the immune system
is compromised. However, it has recently become apparent that
these benign lifelong companions of the mammalian immune sys-
tem trigger an extraordinarily large response from their hosts’ T
cell compartments.

Using overlapping peptides covering the entire human CMV
(HCMV)3 genome, it has been demonstrated recently that a
median of 4.0% of CD4 T cells and 4.6% of CD8 T cells from
seropositive adults are HCMV specific (1). It has also been
demonstrated that the size of the HCMV-specific T cell re-
sponse increases with age, a phenomenon dubbed “memory in-
flation” (2, 3). Consistent with this, T cells specific for HCMV
have a characteristic phenotype indicative of repeated Ag ex-
posure (3– 8). They are mostly CCR7�, CD27�, and CD28�,
placing them in the effector memory (TEM) compartment (8, 9),
although many re-express the so-called “naı̈ve” isoform of

CD45, CD45RA. Finally, many express CD57 and CD85j,
markers associated with replicative senescence (3, 10). In the
elderly, CMV-specific responses can become so large that they
dominate the T cell repertoire (11). The precise consequences
of these enormous responses to HCMV are not yet clear, but
HCMV infection is associated with impaired influenza vacci-
nation (12–14), diminished T cell responses to EBV (2), and
may contribute to immunosenescence in the elderly (15).

Because CMVs are highly species specific, the natural mouse
pathogen murine CMV (MCMV) is used as a model of human
infection. MCMV infection can be divided into three phases: 1) an
acute phase, in which virus replicates in many organs, lasting �1
wk; 2) a persistent phase, lasting several weeks in susceptible
mouse strains such as BALB/c, in which virus continues to repli-
cate almost exclusively in the salivary gland; and 3) a chronic
phase in which infectious virus cannot be recovered. Since no virus
replication can be detected in this third phase, infection is referred
to as latent. Because CMV infection in humans is usually asymp-
tomatic, studies of T cell immunity are usually restricted to indi-
viduals whose primary infection occurred many years earlier. For
most of these subjects, CMV infection is clinically latent, i.e., virus
cannot be cultured from any site. One major advantage of studying
the murine model is that it enables us to follow the course of the
CD8 T cell response during the transition from acute to clinically
latent infection.

The acute CD8 T cell response to MCMV in BALB/c mice is
dominated by responses to two epitopes, from the immediate early
protein IE1/pp89 and the early protein m164 (16). These responses
“inflate” over time and also dominate the chronic response (16,
17). IE1/pp89- and m164-specific CD8 T cells in chronic infection
display a TEM phenotype (18, 19). They are CD62Llow and express
low levels of the costimulatory molecules CD27 and CD28. They
also lack expression of IL-7R� (CD127) and IL-15R� (CD122),
which are important for homeostatic maintenance of memory CD8
T cells (19).
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CD8 T cell epitopes have also been identified from m18 (20),
M45 (21), m04 (22), M83 (23), and M84 (24) in BALB/c mice.
M45 elicits a moderate although subdominant response during
acute infection (19, 21), but the responses to the other epitopes are
very small. Responses to these epitopes do not undergo memory
inflation, instead decreasing to low or undetectable levels during
chronic infection. Sierro et al. (19) studied the CD8 T cell response
to one of these epitopes, M45, in chronic infection and found that
its phenotype contrasted with that of IE1/pp89 and m164-specific
responses. Whereas the inflationary responses displayed a TEM

phenotype, CD8 T cells specific for M45 regained a central mem-
ory (TCM) phenotype, gradually re-expressing CD62L. M45-spe-
cific CD8 T cells were also CD27�, CD28�, IL-7R�� (CD127),
and IL-15R�� (CD122). Thus, during chronic infection of
BALB/c mice, two patterns of CD8 T cell responses could be
discerned. Some responses that had dominated the acute response
subsequently inflated and displayed a TEM phenotype, whereas
other responses contracted severely, and at least in the case of
M45, displayed a classic TCM phenotype. However, the data to
date are limited and the question remains as to which type of
response is more typical, and what the underlying differences are
between responses to inflationary and noninflationary epitopes.

We recently described a definitive map of the acute CD8 T cell
response to MCMV in C57BL/6 mice by screening an expression
library of MCMV open reading frames (ORFs) (25). Of the 18
minimal epitopes defined in that study, we demonstrate here that
CD8 T cell responses to only two of these epitopes underwent
memory inflation. Furthermore, a screen of the ORF library with
CD8 T cells from chronic MCMV infection revealed a new infla-
tionary Ag, IE3. Altogether, the C57BL/6 response to MCMV con-
sists of four distinct memory CD8 T cell patterns, three of which
are inflationary and one which is not. This work will facilitate
dissection of how these responses arise in an experimental system
and help determine the impact on subsequent immune responses.

Materials and Methods
Mouse and virus strains

C57BL/6 mice were purchased from The Jackson Laboratory. Kb�/�Db�/�

and Kb�/�Db�/� mice on a C57BL/6 were a gift from D. Raulet (Univer-

sity of California, Berkeley, CA). Mice aged 6–12 wk were infected i.p.
with 1–2 � 106 pfu MCMV strain MW97.01 (26). MW97.01 is derived
from a bacterial artificial chromosome of Smith strain MCMV. Virus
stocks were grown on mouse embryo fibroblasts, sonicated, and frozen.
Titers were determined on BALB 3T3 cells (American Type Culture Col-
lection) without centrifugal enhancements. All mice were housed at Ore-
gon Health & Science University and all studies were approved by the
Institutional Biosafety Committee and the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee.

MCMV ORF library

The MCMV ORF library used in Fig. 1 has been described previously (25).

Peptide synthesis

The peptides used for this article are listed in Table I. All 8-mer, 9-mer and
10-mer peptides were synthesized as crude peptides (65–95% pure by
HPLC) by GeneMed or JPT and confirmed by mass spectrometry. Over-
lapping 15-mer peptides were synthesized by JPT at 50 nmol scale.

Stimulation of splenocytes with transfected cells or peptides

K41 cells, an SV-40-transformed H-2b fibroblast cell line (gift of M.
Michalek, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada) were plated
at 5000 cells per well in 96-well flat-bottom plates. One day later, each well
was transfected with 500 ng of plasmid DNA and 1.25 �l of FuGene 6
(Roche). Two days later, 8 � 105 splenocytes from infected mice were
added per well in the presence of brefeldin A (GolgiPlug; BD Pharmingen)
and incubated for 6 h at 37°C. Duplicate wells were combined into a single
well in 96-well round-bottom plates for intracellular cytokine staining
(ICS). For peptide stimulation, peptide was added to splenocytes for 6–7 h
in the presence of brefeldin A, at a concentration of �10 �M for overlap-
ping 15 mers, 1 �g/ml for other peptides, or as indicated in the figure
legend.

Surface and ICS

Splenocytes were surface stained with CD8� (53-6.7), CD62L (MEL-14),
IL-15R�/CD122 (TM-b1), and/or IL-7R�/CD127 (A7R34). M45-Db tet-
ramers and m139-Kb tetramers were generated as described previously
(27). Kb:Ig dimers (BD Pharmingen) loaded with IE3 peptide were pre-
pared according to the manufacturer’s protocol. ICS for IFN-� (XMG1.2),
TNF-� (MP6-XT22), and/or IL-2 (PC61.5) was performed with the Cyto-
fix/Cytoperm kit (BD Pharmingen). Samples were acquired on a FACS-
Calibur (BD Pharmingen) with CellQuest software and analyzed with
FlowJo software (Tree Star).

Table I. Peptides used in this study

ORF MHC Residues Sequence Inflates?

M45 Db 985–993 HGIRNASFI No
m139 Kb 419–426 TVYGFCLL Yes
M57 Kb 816–824 SCLEFWQRV No
m141 Kb 15–23 VIDAFSRL No
M38 Kb 316–323 SSPPMFRV Yes
M78 Kb 8–15 VDYSYPEV No
M86 Db 1062–1070 SQNINTVEM No
M33 Db 47–55 GGPMNFVVL No
M112 Db 171–179 AAVQSATSM No
M44 Db 130–138 ACVHNQDII No
M100 Kb 72–79 RIIDFDNM No
m164 Kb 283–290 GTTDFLWM No
M97 Kb 210–217 IISPFPGL No
m164 Db 267–275 WAVNNQAIV No
M77 Db 474–482 GCVKNFEFM No
m04 Db 1–9 MSLVCRLVL No
M38 Kb 38–45 STYTFVRT No
M36 Db 213–221 GTVINLTSV No
IE3 Kb 416–423 RALEYKNL Yes
IE3 Kb 461–475 VRKAVDETRARMGMR Yes
M102 Db 431–445 SVAHIYVGVGGVCRI No
M102 Kb 441–455 GVCRISIVDLRFAVL No
M102 Kb 486–500 RLAHSSPRIFRRVRS Yes
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Results
A CD8 T cell epitope from IE3 is recognized in chronic but not
acute MCMV infection

The phenomenon of CD8 T cell memory inflation, whereby the
response to some epitopes increases with time, has been described
previously in MCMV infection in BALB/c mice (16, 17, 19, 28).
Examining the CD8 T cell response to MCMV in C57BL/6 mice,
we consistently found that the response to m139 and M38 is as
large or larger during chronic MCMV infection than in acute in-
fection (Fig. 1A). However, the response to the 16 other recently
described optimal epitopes decreased dramatically (Fig. 1A and
data not shown).

In BALB/c mice, only the two codominant CD8 T cell epitopes
in acute infection (IE1/pp89 and m164) undergo memory inflation
in chronic infection. However, in C57BL/6 mice, the acutely im-
munodominant M45 is noninflationary, while two subdominant re-
sponses do undergo memory inflation (Fig. 1A). This raised the
possibility that other CD8 T cell specificities may be dominant in
chronic infection but low or undetectable in acute infection. We
have described recently the cloning of each MCMV ORF into
mammalian expression plasmids (25). This ORF library was trans-
fected into SV40-transformed H-2b fibroblasts (K41 cells) in a 96-
well plate format and incubated with splenocytes from C57BL/6
mice that had been infected for 18 mo, which were then tested by

FIGURE 1. The CD8 T cell response to m139, M38, and IE3 is inflated during chronic MCMV infection. A, The CD8 T cell response to 12 defined
H-2b peptides was determined directly ex vivo from three acutely infected mice (day 7) and three chronically infected mice (1.5 years) by ICS for IFN-�.
B, Pooled splenocytes from three mice chronically infected with MCMV (1.5 years) were stimulated with K41 cells transfected with the indicated ORFs.
After a 6-h incubation in the presence of brefeldin A, CD8 T cells were analyzed by ICS. “A” indicates ORFs known to contain noninflationary epitopes,
“I” indicates epitopes identified as inflationary in A, and � indicates ORFs not previously known to contain inflationary epitopes. C, Untransfected and M38-
and IE3-transfected K41 cells were used to stimulate splenocytes from acute (day 7) or chronic (1.5 years) MCMV-infected mice. CD8 T cell IFN-�
production was analyzed by ICS. D, Pooled splenocytes from three mice chronically infected with MCMV were stimulated with overlapping 15-mer
peptides spanning exon 5 of M122/IE3, then analyzed by ICS.
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ICS for IFN-� production (Fig. 1B). Although many of the recog-
nized ORFs had also been detected in the previous screens of
acutely infected mice (25), there were three important differences.
First, the responses to some major acute Ags such as M57 and
m141 were now minimal. Second, the responses to M38 and m139
were now dominant. And third, there were significant responses to
two ORFs not previously recognized, M122/IE3 and M35 (Fig.
1B).

The response to M35 was not consistent between experiments,
but the chronic response to IE3 was consistently seen between
experiments. CD8 T cells from chronic but not acute MCMV in-
fection responded to IE3 (Fig. 1C), demonstrating that IE3 is a
bona fide chronic Ag and not simply undetected in our previous
study. IE3 contains four exons. One is noncoding and two are
shared with M123/IE1, to which no response was detected (Fig.
1B). Thus, the scope of our search was narrowed to IE3 exon 5. We
tested 15-mer peptides overlapping by 5 aa that covered the entire
exon and found that two regions were recognized by CD8 T cells
from chronically infected mice (Fig. 1D). Kb�/�Db�/� mice
chronically infected with MCMV responded to IE3 whereas Kb�/�

Db�/� mice did not, indicating that both peptides were Kb re-
stricted (data not shown). Subsequent experiments determined the
identity of the more dominant IE3 epitope as IE3 416–423,
whereas the minimal determinant for the second epitope (IE3 466–
475) remains to be identified.

CD8 T cells from chronically infected mice respond to five
epitopes

We next examined the CD8 T cell immunodominance hierarchy in
chronic MCMV infection using all 18 previously identified
epitopes as well as the new IE3 epitope. Splenocytes from mice
that had been infected with MCMV for 8 mo were examined for
their response to each peptide (Fig. 2A), with the results listed from
left to right according to their position in the immunodominance

hierarchy at day 7 (25). The largest response was to m139, fol-
lowed by M38 and IE3. This is in sharp contrast to the acute
immunodominance hierarchy, which is dominated by M45, fol-
lowed by m139, M57, and m141.

There are four additional epitopes from IE3 and M102 for which
we have not yet identified the minimal peptide epitope. When 15-
mer peptides were used to stimulate CD8 T cells from chronically
infected mice, large responses were detected against two additional
epitopes, IE3 461–475 and M102 486–500 (Fig. 2B). Thus,
C57BL/6 mice chronically infected with MCMV make robust re-
sponses to five CD8 T cell epitopes: m139 419–426, M38 316–
323, IE3 416–423, IE3 461–475, and M102 486–500.

CD8 T cells specific for different epitopes show distinct patterns
of expansion and contraction

We wondered whether the responses to m139 and M38 actually
underwent inflation during chronic MCMV infection or had simply
failed to contract after the height of the acute response. We first
examined the course of the response to a series of epitopes during
the acute response. Epitopes such as M45 and m141 displayed
kinetics similar to those that have been described for cleared in-
fections such as LCMV or Listeria monocytogenes, reaching a
peak at day 7 and then rapidly contracting (Fig. 3, A and B). The
response to m139 also contracted rapidly after peaking at day 7,
although less so than M45 or m141, indicating that the large re-
sponse seen in chronic infection is due to true memory inflation.
However, the response to M38 displayed a quite different pattern,
being clearly detectable at day 7 but then continuing to increase
thereafter, displaying little evidence of contraction even out to
30 days.

We next analyzed the CD8 T cell response to six epitopes over
an extended period of time (Fig. 4). Four basic patterns of re-
sponses can be discerned. The first group is exemplified by M45
and M57. These displayed the classic kinetics of expansion, con-
traction, and stable memory that have been described for cleared
infections. The second pattern is exemplified by m139, which
peaked at day 7, rapidly contracted to a low point at day 35, then
underwent memory inflation that has been described for IE1/pp89

FIGURE 2. Five MCMV epitopes elicit memory CD8 T cell inflation in
C57BL/6 mice. A, The CD8 T cell response to all 19 optimal H-2b peptides
was determined by ICS directly ex vivo from four chronically infected (8.5
mo) mice. Peptides are listed from left to right according to the acute
immunodominance hierarchy (25). B, Nine optimal peptides (M45, m139,
M57, m141, M38 316, M78, M86, and M38 38 and IE3 416) and four
15-mer peptides (M102 431–445, M102 441–455, M102 486–500, and
IE3 461–475) were tested for their ability to stimulate IFN-� production
from chronic (11 mo) CD8 T cells.

FIGURE 3. The CD8 T cell response to most MCMV epitopes contracts
after day 7. A, The kinetics of the CD8 T cell response to two noninfla-
tionary epitopes (M45 and m141) and two inflationary epitopes (m139 and
M38) was analyzed by ICS for IFN-�. B, The response to each epitope was
normalized to the maximum response for that epitope.
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and m164 in BALB/c mice. The apparent decline of the m139-
specific response after day 120 in this experiment is not consis-
tently observed; in general, m139 responses reach a plateau after
�4 mo. M38 represented the third pattern, not reaching its peak
until day 14, undergoing only limited contraction by day 35, and
subsequently reaching a long-term plateau. Finally, CD8 T cell
responses to the two IE3 epitopes display a fourth pattern. Al-
though responses to these epitopes were consistently detectable
above background at days 7, 14, and 35 (range of 0.4–0.9% com-
pared with �0.1% background), robust responses were only de-
tected �4 mo after infection. It is currently unknown which of
these patterns, if any, the response to M102 486–500 follows. We
consider the first pattern, exemplified by M45 and M57, to be
noninflationary and the other three patterns to be inflationary. In
Table I, we have categorized each of the epitopes evaluated in this
study as inflationary or noninflationary.

The fine details of the chronic CD8 T cell response varied
between experiments. For example, in some experiments M38
was clearly dominant over m139 (Fig. 1), and the reverse was
true in others (Fig. 2). We have not performed enough analyses
of very long-term infections to conclusively compare the rela-
tive chronic immunodominance of m139 and M38. However,
the basic pattern of kinetics shown in Figs. 3 and 4 is consistent.
We typically found that in chronic infection (up to 18 mo), the
largest responses were against m139 and M38 316, with lower
but sizeable responses against the two IE3 epitopes and one
M102 epitope.

Immunodominance during chronic infection is not a result of
increased functional avidity

One mechanistic model for the phenomenon of CD8 T cell mem-
ory inflation is that high-avidity clones are selected during chronic
infection. To test this possibility, we performed a dose-response
titration, comparing the percentage of CD8 T cells that could pro-
duce IFN-� at various peptide concentrations. As expected for a
noninflationary epitope, the functional avidity of M45-specific
CD8 T cells did not increase noticeably between acute and chronic
infection (Fig. 5). For the m139 and M38 epitopes, the peptide
titration curves for acute and chronic infection were also superim-

posable, indicating that there was no increase in the average func-
tional avidity over the course of infection.

CD8 T cells specific for inflationary epitopes have a permanent
effector memory phenotype

We next compared the cell surface phenotype of CD8 T cells
specific for inflationary vs noninflationary epitopes. As de-
scribed above, most CMV-specific CD8 T cells in humans and
BALB/c mice lack expression of CD62L. Since CD62L is
down-regulated by TCR stimulation, this marker is best as-
sessed by costaining with peptide:MHC multimers, rather than
during an ICS assay, which requires in vitro restimulation. We
used MHC tetramers for M45 and m139, comparing acute and
chronic responses. MHC-Ig dimers were used for IE3, but be-
cause this response is minimal during acute infection, only the
chronic response was analyzed. Total CD8 T cells and Ag-spe-
cific CD8 T cells were assessed for CD62L and IL-15R�
(CD122) (Fig. 6A) or IL-7R� (CD127) (Fig. 6B). During acute
infection, �95% of M45- and m139-specific CD8 T cells were
CD62Llow (Fig. 6A). During chronic MCMV infection, �50%
of CD8 T cells specific for the noninflationary M45 epitope
regained CD62L expression, whereas �90% of CD8 T cells
specific for the inflationary m139 and IE3 epitopes remained
CD62Llow. Consistent with this, chronic M45-specific CD8 T
cells had increased IL-15R� (Fig. 6A) and IL-7R� expression
(Fig. 6B), whereas chronic m139- and IE3-specific CD8 T cells
lost IL-15R� expression and remained IL-7R��.

In addition to differences in their surface phenotype, CD8 T
cells specific for inflationary epitopes also differed in function
from those specific for noninflationary epitopes. CD8 T cells
from acutely or chronically infected mice were stimulated with
three noninflationary epitopes (M45, m141, and M86) and three
inflationary epitopes (m139, M38, and IE3 416). Intracellular
cytokine costaining was then used to determine the percentage
of IFN-�� CD8 T cells that could also produce either TNF-� or
IL-2. We found that CD8 T cells of all specificities could make
some TNF-�, and this ability increased in chronic infection
(Fig. 7, A and B). Notably, however, CD8 T cells specific for

FIGURE 4. There are four distinct kinetics of CD8 T cell responses to MCMV. A, The frequency of CD8 T cells responding to two noninflationary
MCMV epitopes (M45 and M57) and four inflationary epitopes (m139, M38 316, IE3 411–425, and IE3 461–475) was analyzed in mice infected for 7,
14, 35, 135, or 258 days (n � 3 mice per group per time point). B, From the experiment shown in A, the total number of CD8 T cells responding to each
epitope at each time point was calculated per spleen.
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noninflationary epitopes were significantly more likely to pro-
duce TNF-� during chronic infection ( p � 0.03). During acute
infection, few CD8 T cells of any specificity produced IL-2
(Fig. 7, C and D). However, in chronically infected mice, there
was a significant increase in the ability of CD8 T cells specific
for noninflationary epitopes to produce IL-2 ( p � 0.05), but
there was no such increase in CD8 T cells specific for infla-
tionary epitopes.

In summary, in mice with chronic MCMV infection, we ob-
served two general categories of virus-specific CD8 T cells. Those
directed against noninflationary epitopes acquire a TCM phenotype
associated with long-term, Ag-independent memory (CD62Lhigh,
IL-7R��, IL-15R��) and gain some IL-2 secretory capacity. In
contrast, CD8 T cells specific for inflationary epitopes retain fea-
tures associated with TEM (CD62Llow, IL-7R��, IL-15R��) and
do not gain IL-2 secretory capacity.

Discussion
The data presented here indicate that the CD8 T cell response to
MCMV undergoes a dramatic transition from the acute phase to
the chronic, clinically latent phase of infection. Some major CD8
T cell specificities in the acute response such as M45 and M57
contract severely, displaying kinetics similar to those described for
well-characterized acute, cleared infections. In contrast, the re-
sponse to m139 contracted dramatically but then expanded again,
whereas the response to M38 316 unexpectedly showed no obvi-
ous contraction phase. Finally, two epitopes from IE3 were iden-
tified to which substantial responses were only detected during the
chronic phase of infection. For all of the specificities examined, the
response remained relatively stable after the first 4 mo of infection.
Importantly, this pattern of memory inflation was observed both in
relative terms, as a percentage of the total CD8 T cell population,
and also in terms of the total number of epitope-specific CD8 T
cells per spleen.

The response to chronic MCMV also showed distinct surface
and functional phenotypes. Most CD8 T cells specific for two in-
flationary epitopes, m139 and IE3 416–423, had a TEM phenotype
(CD62Llow, IL-7R��, IL-15R��) and expressed IL-2 very infre-
quently. Both the phenotype and the inflating size of these speci-
ficities suggest that they are driven by repeated exposure to Ag. In
contrast, �50% of chronic CD8 T cells specific for M45 regained
CD62L expression, typical of TCM. Most M45-specific CD8 T
cells were also IL-7R��, IL-15R��, and some could produce IL-2
upon restimulation. This data suggest that M45-specific CD8 T
cells traffic through secondary lymphoid organs and are capable of
being maintained in the absence of antigenic stimulation by cyto-
kine-driven homeostatic proliferation.

These results present an interesting comparison to the chronic
CD8 T cell response to MCMV observed in BALB/c mice. In
BALB/c mice, the two specificities that are codominant in acute
infection (pp89 and m164) retain a TEM phenotype and continue to
dominate numerically in chronic infection (16, 18, 19). M45 elicits
a significant but subdominant response during acute infection of
BALB/c mice and contracts to a small, noninflating, TCM popula-
tion during chronic infection (16, 18, 19). Thus, in BALB/c mice,
chronic infection leads to a focusing of the acute immunodomi-
nance hierarchy. In contrast, the pattern we observed for M45 in
C57BL/6 mice, immunodominance in acute infection contracting
to a small TCM population in chronic infection, has no exact par-
allel in BALB/c mice.

These results also present an interesting comparison to the mem-
ory CD8 T cell phenotypic dichotomy that has been described for
the gammaherpesviruses EBV and MHV-68 (29–31). Gammaher-
pesviruses have two distinct sets of genes, one responsible for lytic
infection and a separate set of genes expressed during latent in-
fection. Responses to lytic cycle Ags dominate acute infection;
these responses contract and display both TEM and TCM pheno-
types during chronic infection. In contrast, responses to latent cy-
cle epitopes develop later, are present at higher frequencies during
chronic infection, and uniformly display a TCM phenotype. Thus,
in gammaherpesvirus infection, the TCM/TEM dichotomy corre-
lates with viral gene expression program, and in contrast to CMV,
the responses that are most prevalent during chronic phase display
a TCM phenotype.

What processes are responsible for determining which CD8 T
cell specificities will dominate in chronic MCMV infection? We
find it useful to broadly distinguish between virological and im-
munological explanations.

MCMV encodes three MHC class I immune evasion genes, re-
ferred to as viral genes that interfere with Ag presentation (VIPRs)
(32). One obvious virological explanation for memory inflation is
that these epitopes are in some way resistant to the effects of MC-
MV’s VIPRs. Consistent with this idea, both BALB/c inflationary
epitopes, IE1/pp89 and m164, can be presented on some infected
cells even when the VIPRs are present (33–35). However, this
explanation does not seem likely to be correct since we have found
that the chronic immunodominance hierarchy is not altered when
mice are infected with either wild-type MCMV or a mutant lacking
all three VIPRs (M. W. Munks, A. Pinto, A. Lang, C. Doom,
J. Nikolich-Žugich, and A. Hill, submitted for publication).

A second virological explanation is that some viral gene prod-
ucts are much more abundantly expressed during latency than oth-
ers. Although very little is known about CMV gene expression
during latency, some available data do support this model. It is
known that latently infected cells express can express IE1, IE3,
and IE2 transcripts without proceeding through the entire viral
replication cycle, a phenomenon referred to as abortive reactiva-
tion (36, 37). It has been proposed previously that this explains the
immunodominance of the IE1/pp89 epitope in chronic MCMV in-
fection (16, 18). Interestingly, when C57BL/6 mice were infected
with recombinant MCMV in which foreign epitopes were ex-
pressed behind an IE promoter (Refs. 19 and 28; G. Shellam, un-
published data), the CD8 T cell response to these recombinant
epitopes resembled the response to IE3 observed in this study.
Minimal CD8 T cell responses to the recombinant epitopes were
detected during the acute response. However, the responses un-
derwent memory inflation and became readily detectable during
clinically latent infection, displaying a CD62Llow effector-memory
phenotype. Thus, it appears that the process of memory inflation
strongly prefers epitopes found within IE-encoded proteins ex-
pressed during abortive reactivation.

FIGURE 5. The functional avidity of CD8 T cells specific for inflation-
ary epitopes does not increase in chronic infection. The concentration of
peptide required to elicit a half-maximal frequency of IFN-�� CD8 T cells
was determined for acute (day 7) and chronic (8.5 mo) mice by performing
a dose titration. Because the frequency of IFN-�� CD8 T cells is different
between acute and chronic infections, all responses were normalized to the
response at the highest peptide concentration.
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Data from HCMV are largely consistent with this model. Syl-
wester et al. (1) examined the expression kinetics of ORFs that
elicited CD4 and CD8 T cell responses in HCMV seropositive
adults, presumably in the chronic phase of infection. They found
that responses to IE Ags occur more frequently and are larger, on
average, than responses to E and L Ags. This was particularly true
for CD8 T cell Ags. A small study by Gibson et al. (38) lends
additional support to this model. The frequency of CD8 T cells
responding to the IE Ag IE1 and the L Ag pp65 was examined over
time in HCMV-infected infants. In infants who mounted acute
CD8 T cell responses to both IE1 and pp65, it was found that the
IE1-specific response was always larger than the pp65-specific re-
sponse by 1 year of age, regardless of which Ag was immuno-
dominant upon initial infection.

But how does this model account for CD8 T cell inflation in
response to m139, M38, and M102 epitopes in C57BL/6 mice and
the m164 epitope in BALB/c mice? Nothing is known about ex-
pression of these genes during latency or reactivation. It is possible
that these genes are expressed early in abortive reactivation or
that they are expressed as part of a latency-specific gene ex-
pression program. Another possibility is that these genes are
expressed in a cell-type specific manner, but the little that is
known about their functions does not reveal an obvious expla-
nation. M102 is homologous to HCMV UL102, which encodes

a helicase-primase component (39, 40). m139 belongs to a fam-
ily of genes implicated in MCMV replication in macrophages
(41– 43), and the functions of M38 and m164 are unknown.
M45, the source of noninflationary epitopes in both BALB/c and
C57BL/6 mice, is important for endothelial cell tropism (44).

There is currently no evidence to either support or refute these
other virological explanations. CMV latency remains poorly un-
derstood. During the chronic/latent phase of infection, replicating
virus cannot be detected in any tissue, and PCR detection indicates
that viral genomes are rare. Hence, this phase of infection is char-
acterized by an active, evolving T cell response apparently driven
by virus activity that is below the threshold of detection with the
most sensitive molecular techniques. Because of its exquisite sen-
sitivity to low levels of Ag, it is an intriguing possibility that the
T cell response may provide us with the best view of virus activity
during this elusive phase of infection.

We believe that preferential viral gene expression during latency
plays some role in determining chronic immunodominance, but
other factors may also be involved. For example, M38 contains
two epitopes to which CD8 T cell responses can be detected during
acute infection (25), yet only one (M38 316–323) undergoes mem-
ory inflation. It is possible that different M38 gene products are
produced during acute and chronic infection. However, within

FIGURE 6. CD8 T cells specific for inflationary
epitopes have a permanent effector-memory phenotype.
A, CD8 T cells from naive mice, or mice infected
acutely (day 7) or chronically (7.5 mo) with MCMV,
were analyzed for CD62L and IL-15R� (CD122) ex-
pression. Total CD8 T cells (left) were gated only by
CD8. M45- and m139-specific CD8 T cells were gated
on CD8�tetramer� cells, whereas IE3-specific CD8 T
cells were gated on CD8�Kb:peptide dimer� cells. B,
Ag-specific CD8 T cells from acute (day 7) or chronic
(7.5 mo) MCMV infection were analyzed for IL-7R�
(CD127) expression. Horizontal gates are not identical
between different specificities due to differences in
staining intensity between M45:Db, m139:Kb, and
IE3:Kb multimers.
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m164, the inflationary BALB/c epitope (257–265) is only sepa-
rated from one noninflationary C57BL/6 epitope (267–275) by 2
aa. We find it very unlikely that these epitopes would not always
be produced together and propose that other mechanisms are very
likely to play a role in memory inflation, referred to here as im-
munological explanations. These assume that there is something
the immune system prefers about certain MCMV epitopes, or else
the CD8 T cells that respond to them, that causes these responses
to dominate during chronic infection.

It does not appear that the functional avidity of T cells is an
important factor. The CD8 T cell responses to M86 and M78 have
the highest functional avidities in acute infection (25), yet these
responses do not inflate. Also, the acute functional avidity of re-

sponses to m139 and M38 is not remarkable, compared with other
major acute epitopes. More conclusively, Fig. 5 demonstrates that
the functional avidity of the response to m139 and M38 does not
change appreciably in chronic infection, compared with the acute
response.

It has been reported recently hat the initial CD8 T cell precursor
frequency dictates whether memory T cells will primarily have a
TEM or TCM phenotype (45). TEM generated from an initial low
precursor frequency had a stable phenotype (CD62Llow), but TEM

generated from a high precursor frequency reverted to a TCM phe-
notype (CD62Lhigh). We considered the possibility that M45-spe-
cific CD8 T cells, for example, might derive from a large number
of precursors. In chronic infection, these would be capable of re-
verting to a TCM phenotype. If m139- and M38-specific CD8 T
cells were derived from a small precursor number, these CD8 T
cells may be largely fixed with a TEM phenotype. However, the
current paradigm is that TCMs are most capable of proliferation,
both homeostatic and Ag driven, while TEMs have little or no
proliferative ability. In MCMV infection, it is those responses with
a TEM phenotype that undergo inflation whereas those with a TCM

phenotype do not. Thus, to reconcile the MCMV data with what is
known about cleared infections will require further studies.

The basis of the immune system’s choice of which particular
MHC:peptide combinations to favor in chronic infection is poorly
understood and likely to be complex. Multiple mechanisms may be
at work, with the final immunodominance outcome determined by
superimposing virological and immunological constraints.

In addition, other unanswered questions about the chronic CD8
T cell response to MCMV remain. Primary among these is formal
demonstration that continued virus activity (i.e., Ag exposure) is
required for MCMV-specific memory inflation and maintenance of
the TEM phenotype. If the response is driven by Ag, does presen-
tation occur directly or via cross-presentation? And what program
of viral gene expression is responsible? With the exception of the
IE genes, the program(s) of viral gene expression that occur during
latency, and the cell type(s) they occur in, are not known. In fact,
the size, epitope specificity, and TEM phenotype of the chronic
CD8 T cell response stand in stark contrast to the absence of de-
tectable viral activity. However, the power of the mouse model and
advances in herpesvirus genetics means that these questions should
be amenable to experimental dissection.
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